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Abstract
We address the problem of packing a given set of rectangles into the minimum size square. We consider three versions of the
problem, arising when the rectangles (i) are squares; (ii) have a fixed orientation; (iii) can be rotated by 90◦. For each case we study
lower bounds, and analyze their worst-case performance ratio. In addition, we evaluate through computational experiments their
average performance on instances from the literature.
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1. Introduction
Given n rectangular items j ( j = 1, . . . , n), each characterized by integer width w j and height h j , we consider the
problem of orthogonally packing them, without overlapping, into a unique square having minimum edge.
We will consider three specific versions of this problem, coming from different geometric characterizations of the
items to be packed:
PSS (Packing Squares into a Square): the items are squares (w j = h j , j = 1, . . . , n);
PRSO (Packing Rectangles into a Square in the Oriented case): the items are oriented rectangles, i.e., they cannot
be rotated;
PRSR (Packing Rectangles into a Square with Rotation): the items are rectangles that can be rotated by 90◦.
The decision problem associated with PSS was proved to be strongly NP-complete by Leung et al. [13]. It
immediately follows that the decision versions of PRSO and PRSR are strongly NP-complete. (The complexity of
packing rectangles into a square had been previously studied by Li and Cheng [14].) These problems, and especially
PSS, have been treated both in the scientific and the recreational literature (see, e.g., Go¨bel [8] and Gardner [7]). The
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generalizations where the items have to be packed into a minimum area rectangle have recently been considered by
Korf [11,12].
As far as approximability is concerned, the results by Bansal et al. [1] and Correa [5] imply the existence of
polynomial time approximation schemes for PRSO and PRSR, respectively, hence for PSS as well. However, the
running time of these methods is multiply exponential in the inverse of the accuracy, which makes them absolutely
impractical.
Simple practical heuristics for PSS were studied by Picouleau [18], who proved that some of them have a worst-
case performance ratio equal to
√
2.
These problems are related to two-dimensional bin packing (2BP) problems, where one is given a set of rectangular
items, and the objective is to orthogonally pack them into the minimum number of identical rectangular containers
(bins) having width W and height H . Following the 2BP terminology, also our square container will be frequently
denoted as bin.
Given a minimization problem P , we define, for a lower bounding procedure L , the absolute worst-case
performance ratio as
r(L) = inf
I∈P
{
L(I )
OPT(I )
}
(1)
where L(I ) and OPT(I ) denote the values of the lower bound and the optimal solution, respectively, for an instance
I of P .
In this paper we mostly concentrate on the theoretical evaluation of lower bounds for the three versions of the
problem. In Section 2 we examine the worst-case behavior of the continuous lower bound. We show that the worst-
case performance ratio of this bound is 1/
√
2 for PSS, generalizing a result by Picouleau [18], who implicitly showed
that the maximum of a series of lower bounds that includes ours has a worst-case performance ratio 1/
√
2. The
bound is instead arbitrarily bad both for PRSO and PRSR. In Section 2 we also consider a strengthened version
of the continuous bound, and prove that its worst-case performance ratio is 2/3 for PRSO and 1/
√
2 for PRSR.
In Section 3 we further strengthen the bounds through considerations on item pairs and determine, for the three
versions of the problem, a lower bound and an upper bound on the worst-case performance ratio. All the bounds we
consider are computable in linear time, except for the one considered in Section 3.2 for which a non-trivial O(n log n)
implementation is proposed.
As a corollary, we get some results on classic problems in combinatorics that have been studied for a few years
already (see Moon and Moser [16], Novotny [17]). Namely we show that: (i) any set of rectangles in [0, 1]2 of total
area 1 fit in a square of area 9/4 when rotation is not allowed; (ii) any set of rectangles in [0, 1]2 of total area 1 fit in a
square of area 2 when rotation is allowed.
Throughout the paper we use
√
x (x non-negative) to denote |√x |. We conclude this section with two lemmata that
will be frequently used in the following.
Lemma 1. Given a set J of rectangular items j having width w j , height h j and total area A = ∑ j∈J w jh j , and a
square bin of edge W = √2A, if there exists an item k ∈ J such that hk ≥ wk > W/2, then the following properties
hold:
min{w j , h j } ≤ W/2 ∀ j ∈ J \ {k}, (2)
min{w j , h j } + wk ≤ W ∀ j ∈ J \ {k}. (3)
Proof. Property (2) is immediate from wkhk > W 2/4 ≥ A/2. To prove (3), observe that (
√
2wk − W/
√
2)2 =
2w2k − 2wkW +W 2/2 ≥ 0. It follows w2k − 2wkW +W 2 ≥ W 2/2− w2k , so
W − wk ≥
√
W 2/2− w2k ≥
√
W 2/2− wkhk =
√
A − wkhk . (4)
Hence, for any j ∈ J \ {k}, we have W − wk ≥
√
w jh j ≥ min{w j , h j }, from which (3) holds. 
The second lemma has been proved by Steinberg [19]:
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Lemma 2 (Steinberg, 1997). Given a set J of rectangular items j having width w j , height h j and total area
A =∑ j∈J w jh j , and a rectangular bin of width W and height H, if the following conditions hold:
w j ≤ W ∀ j ∈ J, (5)
h j ≤ H ∀ j ∈ J, (6)
2A ≤ W H −
(
2max
j∈J {w j } −W
)
+
(
2max
j∈J {h j } − H
)
+
, (7)
where x+ = max{0, x}, then it is possible to pack all the items of J into the given bin with no need for rotating them.
(Lemma 2 is obviously valid also for the case where item rotation is allowed.) Steinberg proved his lemma by giving a
procedure that constructs the requested packing in O(n log2 n/ log log n) time. Although the emphasis of the present
paper is on the worst-case analysis of lower bounds, Steinberg’s result implies that from every proof that a lower
bounding procedure L for a problem P has a worst-case performance ratio r(L) we implicitly get a polynomial time
approximation algorithm for P with worst-case performance ratio 1/r(L). In all cases, such an algorithm is widely
based on the procedure leading to the proof of Steinberg’s lemma, and the time complexities of the algorithm and the
procedure are the same. For PSS, this yields a simple heuristic with the same worst-case performance ratio as the one
by Picouleau [18] but much easier to analyze.
2. Basic lower bounds
In this section, we prove the worst-case behavior of basic lower bounds for the three problems considered.
2.1. Packing squares
The following continuous lower bound, produced by the overall area of the items to be packed, is obviously valid
for problem PSS:
Lsc =
√√√√ n∑
j=1
w2j . (8)
The worst-case behavior of Lsc is established by the following
Theorem 1. The absolute worst-case performance ratio of Lsc is r(L
s
c) = 1/
√
2.
The proof of Theorem 1 follows in fact from the one of Theorem 3 in Section 2.2.2, as will be discussed therein.
2.2. Packing rectangles
By extending the continuous lower bound to the problem of packing rectangles into a square we get, both for PRSO
and PRSR,
Lrc =
√√√√ n∑
j=1
w jh j . (9)
In this case, however, the worst-case performance of the bound is arbitrarily bad for both problems. Consider indeed
the family of instances I with n = 1, w1 = M , h1 = 1: we have OPT(I ) = M and Lrc(I ) =
√
M , so the ratio
Lrc(I )/OPT(I ) is arbitrarily close to zero for M sufficiently large.
Another immediate lower bound holds for PRSO and PRSR, namely:
Lrm = max
j∈{1,...,n}
{max{w j , h j }}. (10)
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Observe that this bound is of no interest for PSS, since it is dominated by Lsc. Bound L
r
m too can be arbitrarily bad, as
shown by the family of instances with w j = h j = 1 for j = 1, . . . , n: we have OPT(I ) = d√n e and Lrm(I ) = 1, so
the ratio Lrm(I )/OPT(I ) is arbitrarily close to zero for n sufficiently large.
By combining the bounds given by (9) and (10), we get an improved bound
Lr0 = max{Lrc, Lrm} (11)
whose worst-case performance for PRSO and PRSR is established in the next sections.
2.2.1. Packing oriented rectangles
The worst-case behavior of Lr0 is in this case established by the following
Theorem 2. The absolute worst-case performance ratio of Lr0 for PRSO is r(L
r
0) = 2/3.
Proof. In order to prove that r(Lr0) ≥ 2/3, we use again Lemma 2 and show that, for any item set J , conditions
(5)–(7) hold for a square bin with W = H = 32 Lr0. Indeed, from the contribution of Lrm in (11), we know that
w j ≤ Lr0 < W and h j ≤ Lr0 < H for each item j . Hence (5) and (6) trivially hold, while in (7) we have
(2max j∈J {w j } −W )+ ≤ 2Lr0 − 32 Lr0 = 12 Lr0 and, similarly, (2max j∈J {h j } − H)+ ≤ 12 Lr0. From the contribution of
Lrc in (11), we thus have
2
∑
j∈J
w jh j +
(
Lr0
2
)2
≤ 2(Lr0)2 +
(
Lr0
2
)2
= 9
4
(Lr0)
2 = WH. (12)
It follows that
2A +
(
2max
j∈J {w j } −W
)
+
(
2max
j∈J {h j } − H
)
+
≤ 2
∑
j∈J
w jh j +
(
Lr0
2
)2
≤ W H (13)
so condition (7) is satisfied as well.
We have thus proved that Lr0(I ) ≥ 23OPT(I ) for any instance I of PRSO. To prove that the bound is tight, consider
an instance I with n = 2, w1 = h2 = 2, h1 = w2 = 1: we have OPT(I ) = 3 and Lrc(I ) = Lrm(I ) = 2, so the ratio
Lr0(I )/OPT(I ) is equal to 2/3. 
2.2.2. Packing rectangles when rotation is allowed
The result of the previous section shows that the performance of lower bound Lr0 for PRSO is obviously worse
than that for the special case PSS (for which Lr0 ≡ Lsc), although the worsening is quite limited, as the worst-case
performance decreases from 0.707107. . . to 0.666666. . . In the present section we consider the same lower bound Lr0
for problem PRSR, and show that in this case the worst-case performance improves again to 0.707107. . .
Theorem 3. If item rotation by 90◦ is allowed, the absolute worst-case performance ratio of Lr0 is r(Lr0) = 1/
√
2.
Proof. We assume in the following that, when an item j is rotated, the values of w j and h j are interchanged,
i.e., that w j always denotes the width and h j the height. Let J be a set of rectangular items with overall area
equal to A = ∑ j∈J w jh j and maximum edge equal to e = max j∈J {max{w j , h j }}. The resulting bound is thus
Lr0 = max{
√
A, e}. We show that a feasible packing of J into a square of edge W = √2Lr0 exists. We consider two
cases:
case 1: min{w j , h j } ≤ W/2 for each j ∈ J . Let us rotate the items so that, for each j ∈ J , h j ≤ w j (i.e.,
h j ≤ W/2). We know from Lemma 2 that we can now pack them, with no further rotation, in the
required square. Indeed conditions (5) and (6) trivially hold by definition of e and Lr0. In (7) we have
(2max j∈J {h j } − H)+ = 0, so the condition becomes 2A ≤ W 2 which is satisfied by definition of Lr0
and W .
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Fig. 1. Feasible packing in the proof of Theorem 3.
case 2: there exists an item k ∈ J such that wk > W/2 and hk > W/2. By property (2) of Lemma 1, no other item
j ∈ J can have both w j > W/2 and h j > W/2.
Let J0 = { j ∈ J : w j ≤ W/2 and h j ≤ W/2} be the set of items with no ‘large’ edge, and
J1 = J \ (J0 ∪ {k}) the set of items with one ‘large’ edge. Let us rotate the items of J1 so that h j ≤ w j ,
and item k so that wk ≤ hk . The items in J1 ∪ {k} can be packed, starting from the bottom of the bin
and left justified, one over the other, according to non-increasing w j values, as shown in Fig. 1. The
feasibility of this packing follows from the observation that, by definition of Lr0, we have W ≥
√
2A, hence
W 2/2 ≥∑ j∈J1∪{k}w jh j > (W/2)∑ j∈J1∪{k} h j , from which∑ j∈J1∪{k} h j < W .
Now let ak be the height at which the bottom edge of item k has been placed, and denote byW ′ = W−wk
and H ′ = W − ak the width and height of the rectangular area (shaded in Fig. 1) at the right of item k, from
height ak to the top of the bin. We will show that all the remaining items of J , i.e., those in J0, can be packed
in such an area. Let us rotate the items of J0 so that w j ≤ h j for all j ∈ J0. Conditions (5)–(7) of Lemma 2
hold for packing these items into the W ′ × H ′ rectangle with no further rotation. Indeed:
(i) condition (5) holds by property (3) of Lemma 1;
(ii) condition (6) holds since h j ≤ W/2 < H ′ for any j ∈ J0;
(iii) in order to prove that condition (7) is satisfied as well, first observe that(
2max
j∈J0
{w j } −W ′
)
+
≤ (2W/2− (W − wk))+ ≤ (wk)+ = wk (14)
and (
2max
j∈J0
{h j } − H ′
)
+
≤ (2W/2− (W − ak))+ ≤ (ak)+ = ak . (15)
By using (14) and (15) in the right-hand side of condition (7) we obtain:
W ′H ′ −
(
2max
j∈J0
{w j } −W ′
)
+
(
2max
j∈J0
{h j } − H ′
)
+
≥ W ′H ′ − wkak
= (W − wk)(W − ak)− wkak = W 2 −W (ak + wk) ≥ 2A −W (ak + hk)
≥ 2A − 2wk(ak + hk) = 2(A − wkhk − wkak) ≥ 2
∑
j∈J0
w jh j
which concludes the proof.
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Fig. 2. Rotated packings in the proof of Observation 1.
We have shown that Lr0(I ) ≥ 1√2OPT(I ) for any instance I of PRSO. In order to prove that the bound is tight it is
enough to consider an instance I with n = 2, w1 = h1 = w2 = h2 =
√
2/2, for which we have OPT(I ) = √2 and
Lr0(I ) = 1. 
Theorem 1 is implied by the above proof, since, as already observed, for PSS Lr0 ≡ Lsc, and the instance used to
show that the bound is tight is a PSS instance.
2.2.3. Extensions to non-orthogonal packings
Theorem 3 also solves a classic problem in combinatorics. Moon and Moser [16] showed that any set of squares
with total area 1 may be (orthogonally) packed into a square of area 2. Theorem 3 generalizes this result, as it shows
that a square of area 2 is also enough to orthogonally pack any set of rectangles in [0, 1]2 with total area 1. The
following observation further shows that a square of area 2 is needed even if rotation by any angle is admitted.
Observation 1. Two squares of area 1/2 each cannot be packed into a square of area less than 2, even if rotation by
any angle is admitted.
Proof. It is enough to observe (see Fig. 2) that any packing of a square s of area 1/2 into a square S of area 2 will
overlap a circle of radius ε ≥ 0, centered in the central point of S, with ε = 0 iff the packing is orthogonal and s
touches S on its border. (This can also formally be proved through tedious but elementary trigonometric arguments.)
It follows that the smallest packing square is obtained by orthogonally packing the two squares side by side or one
over the other. 
By summarizing, we have shown that any set of rectangles in [0, 1]2 with total area 1:
(i) can be packed into a square of area 9/4 without rotation, and instances exist for which such a value is attained
(Theorem 2);
(ii) can be packed into a square of area 2 if rotation by 90◦ is allowed, and instances exist for which such a value is
attained (Theorem 3), and that
(iii) allowing rotations by any angle does not reduce the area required in the worst case (Observation 1).
3. Further improvements
All lower bounds considered in the previous sections can be computed in O(n) time. In this section we consider
other simple bounds, also computable in low order polynomial time, obtained by considering item pairs.
3.1. Packing squares
Picouleau [18] introduced, for the case of square items, the following lower bound, also computable in O(n) time:
Lsp = max
j∈{1,...,n}
{w j } + max
j∈{1,...,n}
2 {w j }, (16)
where max j∈S 2{x j } denotes the second largest value in S, i.e., max j∈S 2{x j } = max j∈S\{argmaxi∈S{xi }}{x j }.
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The worst-case performance of Lsp is clearly arbitrarily bad. However, there is no dominance relation between
this bound and the continuous bound Lsc of Section 2.1. Consider indeed the family of instances with w j = 1 for
j = 1, . . . , n (n ≥ 2): we have Lsp = 2 and Lsc =
√
n, i.e., Lsp > L
s
c for n < 4 and L
s
p < L
s
c for n > 4.
The next question concerns the worst-case behavior of the improved bound
Ls1 = max{Lsc, Lsp}. (17)
We were not able to evaluate the exact worst-case performance of Ls1. We could however establish the following result:
Theorem 4. The absolute worst-case performance ratio of Ls1 lies in the interval [1/
√
2,
√
5/3] (i.e., 0.707107 . . . ≤
r(Ls1) ≤ 0.745356 . . .).
Proof. The worst-case performance ratio of Ls1 cannot obviously be worse than that of L
s
c. For the instance I with
n = 5 and w j = 1 for all j , we have OPT(I ) = 3, Lsc(I ) =
√
5 and Lsp(I ) = 2, hence Ls1(I )/OPT(I ) =
√
5/3. 
3.2. Packing oriented rectangles
Given any pair of items, say i and j , let us consider the relaxation of our problem in which only i and j have to be
packed, and observe that, in any optimal solution, i and j are packed either side by side or one over the other. Hence
min{wi + w j , hi + h j } (18)
is an immediate lower bound for PRSO. It immediately follows that
Lrp = max
i, j∈{1,...,n};i 6= j
{min{wi + w j , hi + h j }} (19)
is a valid lower bound for PRSO.
Again, the worst-case performance of Lrp is clearly arbitrarily bad but there is no dominance relation between this
bound and Lrc or L
r
m (see Section 2.2). Indeed, for the family of instances with n = 2, w1 = M , h1 = w2 = h2 = 1
we have: Lrm = M , Lrc =
√
M + 1 and Lrp = 2. Hence: (i) if M = 1 then Lrp dominates both Lrm and Lrc; (ii) if
M > 3 then Lrp is dominated both by L
r
m and L
r
c.
A straightforward computation of Lrp requires O(n
2) time. A better complexity is provided by the following
Theorem 5. Lower bound Lrp can be computed in linear time, plus O(n log n) time for sorting.
Proof. We say that an item i dominates an item j if wi ≥ w j , hi ≥ h j , and at least one of these inequalities is strict.
Given an item set S, we say that an item i ∈ S is non-dominated with respect to (wrt) S if no item of S dominates
it. A simple interchange argument shows that if an item belongs to the pair that produces Lrp, then no other item, but
possibly the second item of such a pair, can dominate it. Hence:
(i) the pair of items producing Lrp contains at least one item, say i
∗, that is non-dominated wrt {1, . . . , n};
(ii) the second item of such a pair is either another item that is non-dominated wrt {1, . . . , n}, or an item that is
non-dominated wrt {1, . . . , n} \ {i∗}.
It follows that Lrp can be determined through the following steps:
1. Sort the items by non-increasing width, breaking ties by non-increasing height (O(n log n) time), and let the indices
{1, . . . , n} refer to the sorted list.
2. Extract from {1, . . . , n} a sorted list S containing all items that are non-dominated wrt {1, . . . , n} (O(n) time).
3. Extract from T = {1, . . . , n} \ S a sorted list R containing all items that are non-dominated wrt T (O(n) time).
4. Determine the pair of distinct items (i∗, j∗) such that i∗ ∈ S, j∗ ∈ S ∪ R, and Lrp = min{wi∗ + w j∗ , hi∗ + h j∗}
(O(n) time).
It remains to show how Steps 2–4 can be implemented so as to satisfy the corresponding time complexities.
Step 2. Item 1 is non-dominated by definition. Let ` denote the last non-dominated item found. Our implementation
of Step 2 scans the items by increasing j and updates ` whenever a non-dominated item is found. Observe that the
sorting produced by Step 1 ensures that an item j > 1 can only be dominated by an item i < j . We next show that if
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j is dominated by an item i ∈ {1, . . . , j − 1} then it is dominated by `. Assume by absurdity that i dominates j but `
does not. There are two possibilities:
(a) i < ` (from which wi ≥ w`): since ` is non-dominated we must have either (wi > w` and hi < h`) or
(wi = w` and hi = h`). In the former case, since i dominates j , we would have hi ≥ h j , hence h` > h j and ` would
dominate j . In the latter case the contradiction is immediate as i and ` are identical.
(b) i > `: First observe that, by definition of `, i is dominated by some item k ≤ ` that, by transitivity, dominates
j as well. If k = ` the contradiction is immediate, and otherwise case (b) becomes case (a) with i replaced by k.
We have thus proved that the following O(n) implementation of Step 2 is correct:
S := {1}, ` := 1;
for j := 2 to n do if j is not dominated by ` then set S := S ∪ { j} and ` := j .
Step 3. T is obtained in linear time. List R is constructed through the algorithm defined for constructing S at Step 2.
Step 4. Observe that (19) can equivalently be written as
Lrp = max
i∈{1,...,n}
{
max
j∈{1,...,n}\{i}
{min{wi + w j , hi + h j }}
}
.
Let us start by concentrating on the first item, say i = 1, of S, and determine its mate in S, i.e., the item j ∈ S \ {i}
that produces the maximum value of min{wi +w j , hi +h j }. Observe that function fi ( j) = wi +w j is non-increasing
with j , while function gi ( j) = hi + h j is non-decreasing with j . Hence the mate of i in S, denoted as j (i), is the
first item j such that min{ fi ( j), gi ( j)} > min{ fi ( j + 1), gi ( j + 1)}, if such an item exists. If no such item exists, two
cases may occur: if fi ( j) ≤ gi ( j) for all j , then j (i) = i + 1; otherwise j (i) is the last item of S.
The mate of the first item of S is thus obtained in O(n) time. (Actually, it could also be obtained in O(log n)
time through binary search, but this would not improve the overall time complexity.) Now concentrate on the second
item, say k, of S and observe that its mate in S can only be an item j ≤ j (i), since fk( j) = wk + w j ≤ fi ( j) and
gk( j) = hk + h j ≥ gi ( j) for all j . Hence the mate j (k) of the second item can be found by moving backwards from
j (i), the mate of the third item by moving backwards from j (k), and so on. It follows that the mates in S of all items
of S can be obtained in overall O(n) time complexity.
Remember observations (i) and (ii) made at the beginning of the proof. The O(n) search just described produces
the required pair (i∗, j∗) in the case they both belong to S. The approach can be extended in a straightforward way to
determine, for each item of S, its mate in R, thus producing the required pair (i∗, j∗) in the case the latter belongs to
R. 
In this case too, determining the exact worst-case performance of the improved bound
Lr1 = max{Lr0, Lrp} = max{Lrc, Lrm, Lrp} (20)
(see Section 2.2) is an open question, although it certainly lies in the interval [2/3,√5/3] (i.e., 0.666666 . . . ≤
r(Lr1) ≤ 0.745356 . . .), as can be shown following the proof of Theorem 4 and using the same instance.
3.3. Packing rectangles when rotation is allowed
The bounds discussed in Section 2.2 are valid both for the oriented and the non-oriented case, while bound Lrp (see
equation (19)) only holds if rotation is not allowed.
In order to obtain a similar bound for the non-oriented case, we consider again the relaxation in which only two
items, say i and j , have to be packed. In any optimal solution, i and j are packed side by side, in the more convenient
orientation. Hence
min{wi , hi } +min{w j , h j } (21)
is an immediate lower bound for PRSR. It follows that a valid lower bound for PRSR is computed in O(n) time as
Lrp = max
j∈{1,...,n}
{min{w j , h j }} + max
j∈{1,...,n}
2{min{w j , h j }}. (22)
As for the two previous bounds, the worst-case performance of Lrp is arbitrarily bad, but there is no dominance
relation between it and Lrc or L
r
m (see Section 2.2), as shown by the family of instances considered in Section 3.2.
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The absolute worst-case performance ratio of the improved bound
Lr1 = max{Lr0, Lrp} = max{Lrc, Lrm, Lrp} (23)
is easily shown to be in the interval [1/√2,√5/3] (i.e., 0.707107 . . . ≤ r(Lr1) ≤ 0.745356 . . .).
4. Experimental evaluation
The lower bounds analyzed in the previous sections have been implemented in order to evaluate their performance
on a set of instances from the literature.
Martin Gardner [7] considered the series of PSS instances defined by wi = i for i = 1, . . . , n. These instances
were later adopted as a benchmark by Korf [11,12], who found the optimal solutions for n = 1, . . . , 25. The leftmost
columns of Table 1 give, for each such instance, the number of items, the value of lower bound Ls1, the optimal solution
value (opt), and the ratio Ls1/opt . The average ratio over the 25 instances is provided in the last line.
Table 1
Computational experiments
M. Gardner’s instances Two-dimensional packing instances
n PSS Instance n PRSO PRSR
Ls1 opt Ratio L
r
1 opt Ratio L
r
1 opt Ratio
1 1 1 1.000 BENG01 20 28 28 1.000 28 28 1.000
2 3 3 1.000 BENG03 60 46 46 1.000 46 46 1.000
3 5 5 1.000 BENG04 80 52 52 1.000 52 52 1.000
4 7 7 1.000 BENG05 100 58 58 1.000 58 58 1.000
5 9 9 1.000 GCUT01 10 405 430 0.942 405 415 0.976
6 11 11 1.000 GCUT05 10 739 773 0.956 739 752 0.983
7 13 13 1.000 HCCUT01 15 26 27 0.963 26 26 1.000
8 15 15 1.000 HCCUT02 7 31 36 0.861 31 33 0.939
9 17 18 0.944 HCCUT04 10 54 56 0.964 54 56 0.964
10 20 21 0.952 HT01 16 20 20 1.000 20 20 1.000
11 23 24 0.958 HT02 17 20 20 1.000 20 20 1.000
12 26 27 0.963 HT03 16 20 20 1.000 20 20 1.000
13 29 30 0.967 HT04 25 25 25 1.000 25 25 1.000
14 32 33 0.970 HT05 25 26 26 1.000 26 26 1.000
15 36 36 1.000 HT06 25 25 25 1.000 25 25 1.000
16 39 39 1.000 HT07 28 43 43 1.000 43 43 1.000
17 43 43 1.000 NGCUT01 10 14 15 0.933 14 14 1.000
18 46 47 0.979 NGCUT02 17 17 17 1.000 17 17 1.000
19 50 50 1.000 NGCUT03 21 17 17 1.000 17 17 1.000
20 54 54 1.000 NGCUT04 7 15 15 1.000 15 15 1.000
21 58 58 1.000 NGCUT06 15 18 18 1.000 18 18 1.000
22 62 62 1.000 NGCUT07 8 20 20 1.000 20 20 1.000
23 66 66 1.000 NGCUT08 13 26 26 1.000 26 26 1.000
24 70 71 0.986 NGCUT09 18 32 32 1.000 32 32 1.000
25 75 75 1.000 NGCUT10 13 42 52 0.808 42 44 0.955
Average 0.989 Average 0.977 0.993
For PRSO and PRSR we considered a number of instances proposed in the literature for two-dimensional packing
problems, namely:
• BENGxx, proposed by Bengtsson [4];
• GCUTxx, proposed by Beasley [2];
• HCCUTxx, proposed by Hadjiconstantinou and Christofides [9];
• HTxx, proposed by Hopper and Turton [10];
• NGCUTxx, proposed by Beasley [3].
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All these instances are available at http://www.or.deis.unibo.it/research.html. For each instance, we have considered
both PRSO and PRSR. In order to obtain the optimal solutions, we have adapted the branch and bound algorithm
proposed by Martello and Vigo [15] and Dell’Amico, Martello and Vigo [6] for 2BP (without and with 90◦ rotation,
respectively) so as to find, through binary search, the minimum W value for which a solution packing all the items
into a single W × W bin exists. In the rightmost columns of Table 1 we give the same kind of information as for
PSS, for 25 instances for which we were able to find the optimal solution for both problem versions. (For the other
instances the optimal solution was not obtained due to CPU time limit.)
The results show a good average quality of the lower bounds. Bound Ls1 provided the optimal solution value in 17
cases out of 25, bound Lr1 in 18 cases out of 25 and bound L
r
1 in 20 cases out of 25, with average ratios 0.989, 0.977
and 0.993, respectively. The maximum deviation from the optimum was 5.6% for PSS, 19.2% for PRSO and 6.1% for
PRSR.
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